
 
 
 

COMPLAINT NUMBER 19/442 

COMPLAINANT M. Deighton 

ADVERTISER Noel Leeming Group 

ADVERTISEMENT Noel Leeming Digital Marketing 

DATE OF MEETING 10 December 2019 

OUTCOME 
Not Upheld 

No Further Action required 

 
Description of Advertisement 
The Noel Leeming website has a Dyson V7 Motorhead Cord Free Vacuum with a price 
promise of $649.  Next to the picture of the product is a circle containing an offer of 30 
months interest free.  Under the banner heading is the wording “30 months interest free# on 
purchases $499* & over with Purple Visa. T&C’s apply”. 
 
Summary of the Complaint  
The Complainant is concerned the advertising of “30 months interest free” is misleading as 
consumers are required to pay $220 in establishment fees and annual fees over a 30 month 
period  The Complainant uses the example of a Dyson vacuum and said when the hidden 
fees are included, the cost is a third of the price of the product being purchased.   
 
Issues Raised: 

• Truthful Presentation 
 
Summary of the Advertiser’s Response  
The Advertiser agreed there are establishment and annual fees relating to signing up and 
using the Purple Visa Credit Card, but these do not form part of the calculation of interest in 
this offer.  The Advertiser demonstrated that most credit card providers charge fees in 
exchange for being able to access credit facilities. 
 
The Advertiser disagrees with the calculations quoted in the complaint and provided figures 
that applied to the item selected.  It also says the terms and conditions are clearly 
communicated on-line and on signing up to the interest free option, customers are redirected 
to the website for Purple Visa Card. 
 
Summary of the Complaints Board Decision  
The Complaints Board did not uphold a complaint about a Noel Leeming website 
advertisement which promoted a 30 months interest free offer in association with Purple 
Visa. The Complaints Board said the advertisement was not misleading as the connection 
between the interest free offer and the visa card was shown on the website and the 
advertisement indicated terms and conditions applied.  The Complaints Board did not agree 
that establishment and card fees were linked to interest calculations. 
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Relevant ASA Codes of Practice 
 
The Chair directed the Complaints Board to consider the complaint with reference to the 
following codes: 
 
ADVERTISING STANDARDS CODE 
 

Principle 2: Truthful Presentation: Advertisements must be truthful, balanced and 
not misleading.   
 
Rule 2 (b) Truthful Presentation: Advertisements must not mislead or be likely to 
mislead, deceive or confuse consumers, abuse their trust or exploit their lack of 
knowledge. This includes by implication, inaccuracy, ambiguity, exaggeration, 
unrealistic claim, omission, false representation or otherwise. Obvious hyperbole 
identifiable as such is not considered to be misleading. 

 
Preliminary Matter 
The Chair of the Complaints Board clarified with the Board Members that the website 
advertisement included a banner that contains the interest free offer and reference to 
Purple Visa with a link to the terms and conditions. 
 
Complaints Board Discussion 
Consumer Takeout   
The Complaints Board agreed the likely consumer takeout of the advertisement was that 
Noel Leeming are offering 30 months interest free on purchases over $499 if using the 
Purple Visa card.  There are terms and conditions associated with using this card. 
 
Is the interest free offer made in the advertisement misleading? 
The Complaints Board said the offer was not misleading and said the additional cost of 
setting up a Purple Visa credit facility was a separate issue to the interest free offer. 
 
The Complaints Board noted establishment fees and annual fees are commonplace with 
credit cards.  The Complaints Board did not consider these costs to be hidden given that the 
website clearly showed the links to the terms and conditions associated with the Purple Visa 
card and the association between the credit facility and the interest offer were clear. 
 
The Complaints Board noted that consumers who obtain a new Purple Visa card would only 
pay the establishment fee once and would then be able to take advantage of the interest 
free offer when purchasing additional products.  
 
The Complaints Board said the advertisement was not misleading and unanimously ruled 
there was no breach of Principle 2 or Rule 2(b) of the Advertising Standards Code. 
 
Outcome 
The Complaints Board ruled the complaint was Not Upheld. 
 
No further action required. 
 
 
 

APPEAL INFORMATION 

According to the procedures of the Advertising Standards Complaints Board, all 
decisions are able to be appealed by any party to the complaint. Information on 
our Appeal process is on our website www.asa.co.nz. Appeals must be made in 
writing via email or letter within 14 days of receipt of this decision. 
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APPENDICES 
 

1. Complaint 
2. Response from Advertiser 
3. Response from Media  

 
  
 
Appendix 1 
 
COMPLAINT FROM M. DEIGHTON 
 
https://www.purplevisa.co.nz/cards/card-terms-fees 
Noel Leeming are currently advertising a wide range of products on-line and in-store for 
purchase with "30 Months Interest Free" terms. 
 
However to access the "30 Months Interest Free" terms they require the require customers 
to pay $220 inc GST in "establishment fees" and "annual fees" over a 30 month duration. 
When these hidden fees are applied to the product example given above, a Dyson V7 
Motorhead Cord Free Vacuum with retail price of $649.00 the cost paid by the consumer for 
the Noel Leeming "30 Months Interest Free" actually equates to 33.90% of the value of the 
goods. Therefore the finance offer is not "FREE" and can not be considered to be "Interest 
Free" as it carries a substantial additional cost, in this case over 1/3 of the value of the good 
supplied. 
 
I believe that this practice is deliberately misleading and may prove confusing to customers. 
To offer an "Interest Free" finance term surely a retailer cannot then charge for provision of 
the purportedly free service as these charges actually represent a very high annual interest 
rate on the finance provided. 
 
Appendix 2 
 
RESPONSE FROM ADVERTISER, NOEL LEEMING.  
We have reviewed M Deighton’s complaint in regards to the Noel Leeming Online/Digital 
Marketing (“NL Online”) promotion of 30 Months Interest Free Finance, via Purple Visa, a 
brand of SBS Money Limited.  
 
M Deighton’s complaint is in relation to the establishment and annual fees which relate to the 
acquisition of a Purple Visa credit card in order to access the 30 Months Interest Free 
finance offer.  
 
M Deighton is correct that there are establishment and annual fees relating to signing up and 
continued use of the facility being provided under the Purple Visa Card Interest Free Offer. 
However, the fees which would be charged for the use of this credit facility over the interest 
free period do not form part of the calculation of interest in this offer.  
 
M Deighton claims the ‘fees paid for the use of the facility over the period of finance equates 
to 33.90% interest based on the value of a Dyson V7 Motorhead Cord Free Vacuum priced 
at $649’. We consider M Deighton’s claim is erroneous, both in relation to fees, what is 
actually charged and also in attributing and equating these as ‘interest paid’ on an offer.  
Credit card fees and annual fees are common in the industry, and most credit card providers 
charge these fees, for instance:  
 
Est Fee Annual Fee  
GEM Visa $55 $52  

https://www.purplevisa.co.nz/cards/card-terms-fees
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Westpac Airpoints Mastercard $55  
Westpac Airpoints Platinum mastercard $150  
ANZ Airpoints Visa $65 fee charged on first statement  
ANZ Low Rate Visa $35 fee charged on first statement  
ASB Visa Rewards $40  
ASB Visa Platinum Rewards $80  
 
Although most above don’t specify exactly ‘when’ in the process they charge you the initial 
“Annual Fee”, all providers do charge an annual fee for providing the customer with the 
convenience of being able to access credit facilities.  
 
I also note in M Deighton’s complaint that they have calculated a fee of $220 inc GST in 
establishment and annual fees over the 30 month period, which again is incorrect. M 
Deighton would be charged the initial establishment fee of $55, and then 12 months later the 
first ‘Annual Fee’ would be charged, and so on. Over a 30 month interest free period the 
customer would be charged as follows:  
 
Establishment fee $55  
12 month anniversary $55  
24 month anniversary $55  
30 month anniversary (IF period ends) $-  
Total $165 
 
We would also point out that, as this offer was an Interest Free offer for a set period of 30 
months, the interest rate which would normally apply to an extension of credit to a customer 
when signing up to and using the credit card to purchase a product is not charged to the 
customer at any time for that product purchase during the 30 month duration. 
  
Again we point out that interest rates being charged by institutions for the ability to be able to 
use credit to pay for goods and service purchases are standard in the marketplace When an 
Interest Free offer is made and accepted, the standard interest rate is not charged for the 
period for which the ‘Interest Fee Period’ has been offered.  
 
M Deighton asserts that these fees are hidden, however it is very clearly communicated 
online and on signing up when, having chosen the Interest Free Option, M Deighton would 
have been redirected to the website for Purple Visa Card in order to apply for the credit offer 
and the fees and rates are clearly shown on that site (Attachment 1).  
 
In conclusion, we don’t believe that there has been any breach of Principle 2, Rule 2(b) in 
this instance. Noel Leeming is clear on Interest Free offers available to customers, as well as 
clearly stating that terms and conditions apply to these offers, as evidenced by the attached 
example from the Noel Leeming website today (Attachment 2). By clicking on the link, the 
customer is then taken to the page where all Interest Free offers are shown (Attachment 3), 
as well as prudent details that apply to these and also links available to the Purple Visa Card 
website where the customer can access all relevant information of the credit facility. At no 
time is it hidden that there are fees involved with use of this credit facility.  
 
We trust that the above information is sufficient in response to this complaint. Please let us 
know if you require further information in this matter. 
 
 

 


